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Bullying and YourWhySmile
do children suck on thumbs or pacifiers?
This type of sucking is completely normal for babies and young
children. Sucking is a natural reflex and young children suck their
to help them feel secure and happy, and since it is
How do I deal with any socialthumbs
challenges
relaxing, it also helps induce sleep. In fact, babies begin to suck on
that come with dental treatment?
their fingers or thumbs before even being born.

Bullying is in our schools, playgrounds and where
children
congregate
Is thumb
sucking
bad for thetogether.
teeth andUnfortunately,
jaws?
our children are often afraid to tell us if they’reIfbeing
bullied,
and
are
generally
not
children are still sucking their thumbs beyondequipped
the age of 4toor
handle the situation.
when the permanent teeth arrive, this habit can create crowded,
crooked teeth or bite problems. Prolonged thumb sucking can

To learn that your child is being bullied, overcause
their"open
braces
is worrisome.
bites"or
thatdental
require treatment,
extensive orthodontic
treatment
As a parent, you’ve made the financial investment
andout.
time
commitment
tofront
lookteeth
afterprotrude,
your
to straighten
It may
also make the
which make
teeth
more susceptible
child’s oral health, so they grow up with a healthy
bitetheand
attractive
smile.to injury. Children who
aggressively suck their thumbs for an extended period of time can
irreversibly
change
their jawbone
structure.
Despite braces being popular, some bullies even
target
children
wearing
braces.
As parents,

the experts tell us to focus on equipping ourselves and our children with the means to deal
should where
I do if my
childfor
persists
with bullying. This means education and theWhat
resources
to turn
help. in the habit of

thumb sucking?

Most children will eventually stop thumb sucking on their own.
Everyone Has a Role to Play in Erasing Bullying.

However, many parents find that the use of a pacifier makes the

Report Bullying BC [www.EraseBullying.ca]
through
BCtoMinistry
of Education
has
an
sucking
habit isthe
easier
break, as you
simply take the
pacifier
online reporting tool for a student to report being
and to
away atbullied
the appropriate
age.find out what a student can
do.

However, if thumb sucking persists past the age of 4 we
Students can also report if they have witnessed
bullying
they
can
do to
recommend
talking toand
your learn
child to what
encourage
them
to stop
the
with rewards
and praise. A glove or mitten placed over
help. Bullying is serious and can come in behaviour
many different
forms:
the hand may be enough of a deterrent. Sometimes, an adhesive
•
Physical
bandage or tape wrapped around the thumb or finger can help
•
Social and emotional
break the habit. It's best to try to break the habit before the
•
Verbal
permanent teeth come in, usually around age 6.

•

Cyber

But how do you know if

If you are concerned about the effects of prolonged thumb
sucking we suggest talking to your dentist. They may recommend
ways toischange
the behaviour,
including a mouth appliance
yourother
child
being
bullied?
which interferes with the sucking habit.

As a parent, you notice the slightest change in your child’s behaviour or emotions.
Some of the signs to look for include:
•
•
•
•
•

Not wanting to go to school.
Makes negative comments about him/herself.
Drop in grades.
Unhappy and irritable.
Complains regularly of stomach aches, headaches, and other physical
symptoms.
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At www.EraseBullying.ca parents will find information on topics such as:
•
•
•

Why do children suck on thumbs or pacifiers?

Tips for talking with schools, if your child
is being
bullied.
This type
of sucking
is completely normal for babies and young
What you need to know about cyber bullying.
children. Sucking is a natural reflex and young children suck their
Parent’s guide to internet slang.
thumbs to help them feel secure and happy, and since it is
relaxing, it also helps induce sleep. In fact, babies begin to suck on
their fingers or thumbs before even being born.

Is thumb sucking bad for the teeth and jaws?
Self Esteem After Dental Treatment

If children are still sucking their thumbs beyond the age of 4 or
whenastheour
permanent
teeth arrive, thisthrough
habit can each
create crowded,
Every parent experiences the joy and anguish
child progresses
crooked
or bite problems.
thumb
sucking
stage in life and onto the next. Thinking back
to theteeth
stubborn
toddler Prolonged
who vexed
you
at can
require
every turn in potty training, and wondering ifcause
your"open
childbites"
willthat
catch
on,extensive
you’reorthodontic
remindedtreatment
to
straighten
out.
It
may
also
make
the
front
that - they do. Similarly, many studies following up with children who had bracesteeth
or protrude,
make
teeth more susceptible
to injury.ofChildren
restored teeth report not only improved oral which
health
butthesignificant
enhancement
an who
aggressively suck their thumbs for an extended period of time can
individual’s self-esteem.
even irreversibly change their jawbone structure.

What should I do if my child persists in the habit of
thumb sucking?
“One of the most important things we canMost
teach
our children is to teach them to care
children will eventually stop thumb sucking on their own.
about everyone and everything around them.
we many
needparents
to teach
to be
However,
findthem
that the
use responsive
of a pacifier makes the
to what happens in their world,
and
not
to
be
passive.”
sucking habit is easier to break, as you simply take the pacifier
away at the appropriate age.

~ Reza Nouri

However, if thumb sucking persists past the age of 4 we
recommend talking to your child to encourage them to stop the
behaviour with rewards and praise. A glove or mitten placed over
the hand may be enough of a deterrent. Sometimes, an adhesive
bandage or tape wrapped around the thumb or finger can help
break the habit. It's best to try to break the habit before the
permanent teeth come in, usually around age 6.
If you are concerned about the effects of prolonged thumb
sucking we suggest talking to your dentist. They may recommend
other ways to change the behaviour, including a mouth appliance
which interferes with the sucking habit.

